Latest news on programme development

ISAP offers a forum through its Technical Committee TC APE, for international asphalt pavement technology boost, driven by material performance, economics and environmental considerations. ISAP TC APE also aims to dovetail with CAPSA 2015, bringing an international perspective of research and development, with creative, sustainable solutions for flexible pavements.

The 3rd ISAP APE will focus on recycled materials for use in hot or cold applications, including a speciality session on COLD RECYCLING!

In addition, there will be interactive sessions on new technologies and innovations including higher performance materials, testing and evaluation techniques, as well as energy harvesting.

Symposium Chairmen: Kim Jenkins, Lucas Ebels, Manfred Partl, Gabriele Tebaldi

Come and be a part of ISAP’s one day stimulating symposium!

REGISTER NOW

Symposium Secretariat: Scatterlings Conference and Events
Tel +27 (0)21 422 2402
E-mail: karin@soafrica.com | www.isap2015.co.za

Paper Submission

Deadlines Extended

The Organising Committee for the 3rd ISAP TC APE “Asphalt Pavements and Environment” Symposium is announcing the extended deadlines for the submission of papers.

Draft paper submission:
Was Monday 16 March 2015
Now 27 April 2015

Notification of acceptance:
Was Monday 18 May 2015
Now 1 June 2015

Paper finalisation and allocation:
Was Monday 15 June 2015
Now 29 June 2015

Submit your paper now.